Hand grinders, saws, drills, and other construction tools create large volumes of dust. This dust is harmful to your lungs, timely to clean up, and required by law to be contained in many cases. Your tool can’t solve all these issues alone. Using your tool as part of a Dustless System solves each of these problems.

Government agencies can fine between $10,000 and $100,000 for failing to comply with hazardous dust control rules on construction sites. Dustless systems either meet the standard outlined in Table-1 of OSHA’s silica standard or meet compliance through objective data.
SHROUDS
UNIVERSAL CONTROL

Each Dustless shroud is engineered to have a universal fit. Our shrouds will work with most major brands and their respective tools.

When used with a proper vacuum, such as our line of Dustless Vac’s, our shrouds are the simplest solution for complying with OSHA’s silica rule and other regulations.

DustBuddie® XP
for Hand Grinders

Our high-end grinding shroud with sliding edge clip is our most durable and convenient shroud for any grinding application.

- **TOOL:** Hand Grinder
- **TASK:** Surface Grinding
- **REQUIRED:** 25 CFM per in. wheel diameter
- **MODEL:**
  - 5” - D5835
  - 7” - D5850
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) 18” flexible hose
  - (3) height adjustment spacers
  - (1) releasable zip tie
  - (1) swivel cuff (7” shroud only)

DustBuddie®
for Hand Grinders

Our most popular grinding shroud with removable edge clip is durable and convenient for any grinding application.

- **TOOL:** Hand Grinder
- **TASK:** Surface Grinding
- **REQUIRED:** 25 CFM per in. wheel diameter
- **MODEL:**
  - 5” - D1835
  - 7” - D1850
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) 18” flexible hose
  - (3) height adjustment spacers
  - (1) releasable zip tie

Dustie®
for Hand Grinders

Our most affordable grinding shroud meant for one-time-use applications. Front edge can be cut away for grinding against walls or curbs.

- **TOOL:** Hand Grinder
- **TASK:** Surface Grinding
- **REQUIRED:** 25 CFM per in. wheel diameter
- **MODEL:**
  - 5” - D1836
  - 7” - D1854
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) band clamp
  - (1) releasable zip tie

BitBuddie®
for Drilling and Coring

Used for capturing dust and slurry from drilling and coring. Models D1905 and D1908 can be cut to custom shapes and sizes for custom tasks, including cutting drywall.

- **TOOL:** Drills/Coring Tools
- **TASK:** Drilling/Coring/Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 120 CFM
- **MODEL:**
  - 1 ¼” - D1900
  - 4” - D1905
  - 8” - D1958 (Hose not included)
**DustBuddie® for Worm Drive/Hypoid Saws**

Our dust collection shroud designed specifically for worm drive/hypoid saws. Suitable for concrete dust, saw dust, and other debris.

- **TOOL:** Worm Drive/Hypoid Saws
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 125 CFM
- **MODEL:** D4000

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) wood collection shield
  - (1) swivel cuff
  - (1) releasable zip tie

---

**DustBuddie® for Flatwork**

Our dust collection shroud designed specifically for flatwork with gas powered saws. The shroud’s side walls help stabilize lengthy cuts as well as capture dust.

- **TOOL:** Gas Powered Saws
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 260 CFM
- **MODEL:** D0084

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) universal mounting bracket with hardware
  - (1) bungee fastener

---

**DustBull for Hardscaping**

Our dust collection shroud designed for cutting bricks, blocks and pavers with gas powered saws. Wide mouth and hinged mount accommodates various angles.

- **TOOL:** Gas Powered Saws
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 260 CFM
- **MODEL:** D1765

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) universal mounting bracket with hardware
  - (1) bungee fastener

---

**SawBuddie for Reciprocating Saws**

Our dust collection shroud designed for reciprocating saws. Small gap in shroud leaves line of sight unobstructed without affecting collection.

- **TOOL:** Reciprocating Saw
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 125 CFM
- **MODEL:** D2415

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) 18” connector hose
  - (1) releasable zip tie

---

**CutBuddie® for Hand Grinders**

The CutBuddie comes with a special cutting depth guide. Useful for decorative concrete cutting, tuckpointing, and crack chasing.

- **TOOL:** Hand Grinder
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 25 CFM per in. blade diameter

- **MODEL:** 6” - D0730
  - 7” - D1750

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) flexible hose
  - (3) center adjustment spacers
  - (1) releasable zip tie

---

**CutBuddie® LT for Hand Grinders**

The CutBuddie LT is our simplest, most economic cutting shroud for hand grinders. Useful for decorative concrete cutting, tuckpointing, and crack chasing.

- **TOOL:** Hand Grinder
- **TASK:** Cutting
- **REQUIRED:** 25 CFM per in. blade diameter

- **MODEL:** 5” - D1730
  - 7” - D1750

- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) flexible hose
  - (3) center adjustment spacers
  - (1) arbor extender
  - (1) stopped adapter
Designed with construction in mind, these vacuums are powerful enough to take on any application: concrete, drywall, paint removal and more. With a purposeful balance of airflow and suction, our vacuums provide longer use without clogged filters. Each Dustless Vac® provides powerful performance across all types of material at various particle sizes.

Each Dustless Vac comes with a three year warranty and live customer support.

**DustBuddie® for Demo Hammers**

Our dust collection shroud for jackhammers and SDS demo hammers. Comes with chisel end attachment for chipping applications such as tile removal.

**Turbo Drywall Sander® for Sanding**

Unique orbital sanding head is powered by the suction of a vacuum, which sands and collects dust simultaneously. No additional power required.

**ChipBuddie® for Scraping**

Scraping head dislodges debris into open slots on either side of scraping blade. Attaches to vacuum hose. No additional equipment required.
Each of our vacuums are carefully designed with multiple layers of filtration to ensure that contaminants are captured without a loss in suction. Each of these filters can be reordered and easily replaced at any time during the vacuum’s life cycle.

Keeping extra filters in stock can also avoid unnecessary downtime. To ensure you’re equipped for non-stop filtration, talk to your local Dustless Technologies dealer, or visit www.dustlesstools.com.

**HEPA Wet+Dry Dustless Vac®**

Our most reliable vacuum for meeting all regulatory needs. Individually tested certified HEPA filters.

- **CAPACITY:** 16 GAL
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (2) WunderBag micro pre-filter
  - (2) extension wands
- **MODEL:** D1606

**Wet+Dry Dustless Vac®**

Powerful vacuum without HEPA filtration. Suitable for meeting OSHA regulations and general job site cleanup.

- **CAPACITY:** 16 GAL
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (2) WunderBag micro pre-filter
  - (2) extension wands
- **MODEL:** D1603

**HEPA Wet+Dry PRO Dustless Vac®**

Our most affordable HEPA-certified vacuum. Light capacity means light weight and easy to handle. Perfect for all regulatory needs.

- **CAPACITY:** 6 GAL
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) micro pre-filter bag
  - (1) crevice tool
- **MODEL:** D1618

**HEPA Pack Dustless Vac®**

Our backpack vacuum is designed for applications where vacuums need to be held off the ground, or for jobs that require high mobility.

- **CAPACITY:** 2.5 GAL
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (2) sealable filter bag
  - (1) cord retainer
- **MODEL:** D1505

**COUGAR® Ash Vacuum**

The original ash vacuum’s metal canister and fire resistant hose make it useful for cleaning up cool-to-warm ash in residential, commercial, or industrial conditions.

- **CAPACITY:** 6 GAL
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) bent metal nozzle
  - (1) mini ext. wand
- **MODEL:** A0500

**HIGH EFFICIENCY FILTRATION**

Each of our vacuums are carefully designed with multiple layers of filtration to ensure that contaminants are captured without a loss in suction. Each of these filters can be reordered and easily replaced at any time during the vacuum’s life cycle.

Keeping extra filters in stock can also avoid unnecessary downtime. To ensure you’re equipped for non-stop filtration, talk to your local Dustless Technologies dealer, or visit www.dustlesstools.com.
WUNDERBAG®
MICRO PRE-FILTER

WUNDERBAG Micro Pre-Filter

Our universal shop-vacuum bag filters down to 0.5 microns and fits on nearly all brands of shop-type vacuums. Each WunderBag comes in a two pack.

CAPACITY: 4-7 GAL / 8-10 GAL / 12-18 GAL
PORT SIZE: 2-2 ¾”
FILTRATION: 0.5 Microns
MODEL:
D1340 (4-7 GAL)
D1341 (8-10 GAL)
13141 (12-18 GAL)

OSHA Silica
EPA RRP

UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE PORT:

2”
2.75”

The WUNDERBAG’s flexible gasket easily accepts vacuum ports ranging from 2 to 2 3/4 inches in diameter.
**INDUSTRIAL VACUUMS**

Our industrial vacuums are powerful workhorses. Their simple design means easier maintenance and operation, with all the industrial-grade strength you need for big jobs.

---

**SlurryVac System**

Use with liquid and slurry (no dry pickup), drum with drain port, interchangeable 55 gal drum, standard 15 amp power, and functional for hoses up to 100 ft.

**Capacity:** 55 GAL

**Includes:**
- (1) 55-gallon drum
- (1) SlurryVac Topper
- (1) S-Wand
- (1) drum dolly
- (1) filter/float assembly
- (1) squeegee floor tool

**DustDroid 300 Dustless Vac®**

Easily emptied multi-gallon tanks, cyclone pre-filter separates large from fine debris, 120 volt power source, and AirBlast™ technology that can clean filters while running.

**Capacity:** 50-80 GAL

**Includes:**
- (1) certified HEPA filters
- (1) cyclone pre-filter
- (1) 25’ extension cord
- (1) 20 gallon bags
- (1) hose bag

**DustDroid 600 Dustless Vac®**

Easily emptied multi-gallon tanks, cyclone pre-filter separates large from fine debris, comes with both 240 volt and 120 volt power sources, and AirBlast™ technology that can clean filters while running.

**Capacity:** 50-60 GAL

**Includes:**
- (1) certified HEPA filters
- (1) cyclone pre-filter
- (1) 25’ extension cord
- (1) 20 gallon bags
- (1) hose bag

---

*The SlurryVac System helps prevent exposure to silica by cleaning up slurry before it dries, not by point of origin Table 1 compliance.*
Dustless accessories can help bridge the gap between your existing equipment and a complete dustless system. Each part of a dustless system is designed with universality in mind to work with other major brands. Or if you’re just looking for extras, we’ve got what you need to stay dustless.

### ACCESSORIES FOR DUSTLESS SYSTEMS

- **25’ Crushproof Hose**
  - Extra length hose for Dustless Vacs or other compatible vacuums.
  - Crush-proof from the impact of heavy objects, and kink-proof for unrestricted movement.
  - **CUFFS:** 2.25”
  - **LENGTH:** 25 Feet
  - **MODEL:** 14291

- **12’ Crushproof Hose**
  - Standard length hose for Dustless Vacs or other compatible vacuums.
  - Crush-proof from the impact of heavy objects, and kink-proof for unrestricted movement.
  - **CUFFS:** 2.25”
  - **LENGTH:** 12 Feet
  - **MODEL:** 14251

- **18” Adapter Hose**
  - Standard adapter hose for attaching Dustless shrouds to larger vacuum hoses.
  - Perfectly flexible, lightweight, and compact.
  - **PORTS:** 1.25” / 2.25”
  - **LENGTH:** 18 Inches
  - **MODEL:** D5155

- **Stepped Adapter**
  - Adapter used for attaching Dustless shrouds to larger vacuum hoses of varying width. Can be used in place of adapter hose, or misc. uses with other hoses.
  - **PORTS:** 2.25” / 1.75” / 1.25”
  - **LENGTH:** 3.34 Inches
  - **MODEL:** D1414

- **HEPA Floor Tool**
  - The HEPA floor tool uses a beater bar which is powered by the suction of your vacuum. Meets EPA RRP requirements for lead abatement.
  - **PORTS:** 1.25”
  - **LENGTH:** 13 Inches
  - **MODEL:** 13742

### MORE...

The products shown are our top selling accessories. For a complete list of Dustless accessories, contact your local Dustless Technologies dealer or visit DustlessTools.com.
We have partnered with the Green Team of Carbon County since 2009 to create a hub for cardboard recycling in the community. We collect, bundle, and send for recycling several bales a month, equating to several hundred tons of recycled cardboard since the inception of the program.

Currently there is a supply crisis, especially with overseas products. Merit3D (Dustless Technologies sister company) uses 3D printing technology to manufacture high-quality parts right here in rural Utah. We have already partnered with other Utah businesses to supply parts to their major retail customers. By bringing manufacturing back to Utah and the US, we can create jobs, reduce shipping, and avoid so many of the issues that have created this current crisis.

Spencer Loveless, CEO of Dustless Technologies and Merit3D, has recently been awarded the Green Business Award by Utah Business magazine. Under his guidance, both companies have made impactful strides toward more efficient energy use, smaller environmental footprints, and sustainable quality of life for its employees and community.

In 2016, we installed a series of solar panels on the roof of our warehouse. Since then, these panels have enabled us to produce our own electricity to support operations. This is particularly relevant as a company based in Carbon County, Utah, a community whose identity centers almost entirely around the production of carbon-based fuels.

As we strive to continue our green initiatives, we continue to try and be an example in rural Utah. There is significantly more support, resources, and motivation to go green in major cities, but in rural environments it’s usually more of an uphill battle. We strive to show our community that green isn’t just for areas that are more crowded or more polluted. We truly are committed to the bigger picture that everyone, in any area, can make a positive impact.

TOP: Cardboard being prepared for shipping to recycling facility. RIGHT: 3D printed phone cases prepared for fellow Utah company, Phone Skope. LEFT: Solar panels installed on top of the Dustless Technologies warehouse.